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Abstract

Task illumination has a major impact on human performance: What a person is able to perceive

in his environment significantly affects his ability to perform tasks, especially in the harsh

environment of space. For many years, training for lighting conditions in space has depended on

physical models and simulations to emulate the effect of lighting on space operations. But such

tests are expensive and time-consuming to set up. To evaluate lighting conditions not easily

simulated on Earth, personnel at NASA's Graphics Research and Analysis Facility (GRAF) at

the Johnson Space Center (JSC) have been developing the capability to provide computerized

simulations of various illumination conditions using the ray tracing program, Radiance,

developed by Greg Ward at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. Because these computer

simulations are only as accurate as the data used, accurate information about the reflectance

properties of materials and light distributions is needed.

JSC's Lighting Environment Test Facility (LETF) personnel gathered material reflectance

properties for a large number of paints, metals, and cloths used in the Space Shuttle and Space

Station programs. These data were processed into reflectance parameters needed for the

computer simulations. Lamp distribution data were gathered for most of the light sources used

in the Space Shuttle and Space Station programs. LETF personnel also validated the ability to

accurately simulate lighting levels by comparing predictions with measurements for several

ground-based tests.

The result of this study is a database of material reflectance properties for a wide variety of

materials, and lighting information for most of the standard light sources used in the Space

Shuttle and Space Station programs. The combination of the Radiance program and GRAF's

graphics capability form a validated computerized lighting simulation capability for NASA.
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1.0 Introduction

Awareness of surroundings critically impacts an astronaut's ability to carry out assigned tasks.

Perception of surroundings in space is more difficult than on Earth because the lack of

atmospheric scattering of light causes very high contrast and sharp-edged shadows to occur.

Problems with glare and rapid changes between bright sun light and orbit night during the time

of a task also occur. Television cameras, used in numerous on-orbit tasks, pose special problems

due to their lower dynamic range compared to the human eye. Evaluation of lighting conditions

for performance of on-orbit tasks and training with realistic lighting are important to successful

Space Shuttle missions and the assembly of the Space Station.

Since the Gemini program, NASA's Johnson Space Center (JSC) has used ground-based mockup

testing and scale models to evaluate on-orbit illumination and to provide training for astronauts.

Some of these procedures are very expensive to carry out and only partially simulate the actual

conditions. With the impending Space Station assembly sequences, a more efficient means of

conducting lighting analyses was needed. The Graphics Research and Analysis Facility (GRAF)

has combined its modeling and graphical interfaces with a lighting model computer program,

Radiance, developed at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory to perform accurate, rapid ray tracing

calculations for reflected and diffuse light from multiple surfaces. This new capability permits

the computational prediction of light levels on surfaces in complex configurations for visibility

or viewing analysis. The sun, diffuse earth shine, and/or a collection of vehicle-based lights may
be used as illumination sources.

Successful use of the GRAF lighting modeling [1] depends on having material properties that

describe the reflection of light from various spacecraft structures. Such information includes

overall reflectivity of the surface, the distribution of the reflected light in each direction from the

material surface, and the distribution of the incident light being reflected. This report discusses

measurements made in the Lighting Environment Test Facility (LETF) to provide the data for a

variety of lamps and materials.

Computed lighting levels (luminance from surfaces and illumination on surfaces) were validated

by comparing computed values to measurements made during ground-based lighting tests. Two

tests were coordinated with training simulations for the Space Transportation System 71

(STS-71) and STS-74 Shuttle-Mir docking maneuvers. One of these tests used a solar simulator

to model sun lighting conditions on the docking target. The other test modeled artificial lighting

from the Orbiter docking system (ODS) to simulate night illumination on the docking target. A

third test measured interior lighting levels in a Space Station mockup of the habitation (HAB)

module. The GRAF modeling could reliably predict lighting levels for these interior and
exterior environments.

Section 2 discusses the reflectivity parameterization in the Radiance program, the methods of

making these measurements, and the processing of the data measurements into the Radiance

reflectivity parameters. Section 3 discusses the light distribution parameters needed for the

Radiance program, and methods for obtaining these parameters. Section 4 presents the results

from three validation tests. Appendix A contains lamp distributions.



2.0 Material Reflectance Data

The section below discusses how light is reflected from a material surface and the parameters

Radiance uses to model this reflection. Also, the method used in this project to measure the

material reflectance distribution is discussed. Finally, we discuss how these measurements were

processed into the parameters needed for the Radiance computer program.

2.1 Theory

Radiance I is a public domain software tool for analyzing lighting levels from multiple light

sources. It is a backwards ray-tracing program in which rays from the point-of-entry of an eye

or camera are traced until they encounter some object. If this object is a light, then the

luminance from the light into the eye is directly calculated. Otherwise, the object, at the point at

which the eye ray strikes it, will generate rays from this surface to "look" for a light source. If a

light source is found, its illumination on the object is determined, and the reflective properties of

the object surfaces are used to determine how much of this light is reflected from the object into

the eye. If the new rays strike another object instead of encountering a light, the backward ray-

tracing process will continue until a light source is found or until a prescribed number of

reflections is exceeded. Specular reflectance, which occurs only at an angle equal to the angle of

incident, is easy to trace. This method of tracing rays backwards can be computationally

expensive for surfaces with diffuse scattering because light is reflected in all directions.

Radiance has developed random sampling techniques to speed up this process of tracing diffuse

reflections [2].

To describe the reflectivity of a material accurately, it is necessary to model the ratio of the

reflected light intensity to the incident light intensity at any angle in a hemisphere above the

plane of the reflecting surface 2. This ratio of the reflected light, collected by a small detector, to

the collimated incident light is the bidirectional reflectance (BR). The value of BR depends on

the spherical angles of the reflected light to the surface of the material and reflectance property

of the material. It also is proportional to the size of the solid angle of the detector.

Radiance was developed by the Lighting Group at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory with Greg Ward, Program

Manager and principal author. Funding for this project was provided by the U.S. Department of Energy and The

Laboratoire d'Energie Solaire et de Physique du Batiment at the Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne,
Switzerland.

2 Complex graphical objects consist of "polygons" that are planar approximations to the actual surfaces at a

particular location. These polygons are generated at a size to produce a specified accuracy of approximation to

the physical surface.
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Figure 2.1: The backward tracing of rays directly to the light [A] and indirectly from the

material surface by one [B] or more [C] reflections.

If a plot of the BR for a perfectly diffuse material is made, the curve shows a cosine intensity

distribution with respect to the normal to the surface. We can derive the bidirectional

reflectance distribution function (BRDF) from the BR measurement. This BRDF, defined as the

ratio of the reflected luminance to its incident illumination, is obtained by dividing the BR value

at each angle by the cosine of the vertical angle and dividing by the small solid angle of the

detector. Note that a plot of BRDF for a perfectly diffuse material will be a constant at all

angles. A plot of the BRDF for materials with b_th diffuse and specular components should

have a constant component in the diffuse region while the BRDF increases to a peak in the

specular region. The peak occurs at the angle of incident equal to the angle of reflection 3.

While theoretical models have been developed to model the reflectance characteristics of a

material in terms of the structure of the material surface [3], they are not often used because of

their complexity. Radiance provides a simple formula to describe the measured reflectance data.
This model describes the total reflectance in terms of a constant (diffuse component) and a

peaked distribution centered at the specular angle (specular component) which is described with

a peak amplitude and a width. All three parameters can be estimated from measurements of the

3 Incident light that is absorbed by the surface is reradiated as heat and does not contribute to the detected

intensity. The diffuse reflection is assumed to arise from processes such as reflections from small particles or

reflections in small crevices that randomize the incident light directions. The specular peak possesses a
distribution because the normal, if the surface is viewed at a very fine resolution, points in a slightly different

direction from the large-scale normal to the surface. Because the specular reflection actually occurs with respect

to the microscopic surface, the specular peak appears broadened.



BRDF. The Radiance program [4] computes the interaction of light with a surface using the

BRDF. This is a function of 2 incident angles and 2 reflected angles. The reflected luminance

can be calculated using the following equation:

2a._//2

Lr(Or,_)r) _" f _ Li(Oi'¢i)O?'bd(Oi'_)i "Or,¢r)llcosOi°sinOidO,d¢i (1)

where:

Oi, Or is the vertical angle between the surface normal and the incident ray, reflected ray.

tPi, tflr is the azimuthal angle measured about the surface normal for the incident ray,

reflected ray.

L i (0i, _i) is the incident luminance in units of energy/sec/area/solid angle.

rbd is the BRDF function in units of (solid angle) -1

Radiance' s empirical representation of the BRDF function contains a diffuse component, rd,

which as a constant term; a specular component which has a Gaussian distribution described in

terms of an amplitude r; an angle 5 between the normal vector and the half vector, h; and t_

which is the standard deviation of the surface slope (Figure 2.2). The surface slope term tx is

related to the roughness of the surface and is measured by the Gaussian width of the specular

component.

1 exp[- tan2 (5)/t_2 ]
rbd(O,,O,"0r,0r)= + •

Jr _]cosOicosO r 4trot 2 (2)

I 5 " half vector

incident beamN I ]' ._

__ Ii / i _ reflected ray

X

-y

Figure 2.2: Geometry used in reflectance equation showing the direction of the incident and

reflected light in terms of t$, the polar angle between the half vector h and the surface normal.

The half vector is a unit vector corresponding to the microscopic normal at the point of

reflection.
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Some materials do not have an isotropic Gaussian reflectance but reflect light differently in

different azimuthal directions. Materials with ribbed or brushed surfaces often show this

characteristic. The Radiance model has extended its isotropic Gaussian model to a simple

anisotropic 4 Gaussian model with two perpendicular slope distributions, a x and a r" This allows

reflectance distributions which are elliptical instead of spherical. The specular exponential term

is expanded

2 sin2 _/2 )from (-tan2(ya2)) to -tanZ(t_) cos _//_az+ /ct_) (3)

A more intuitive description of the peak width is the number of degrees from the peak angle of

reflectance that the material will spread the light to half of the peak amplitude. This width in

degrees is referred to as the half-width half-maximum (HWHM) of the Gaussian distribution for

all measurements in this report.

2.2 Data Collection

A device for measuring the BR is a gonioreflectometer, which collects reflected values from a

material sample over the angles in a hemisphere. The gonioreflectometer used to gather data for

the calculation of BRDF for this project was a converging beam system constructed in

accordance with ANSI/ASTME 167-77, developed and built by Lighting Sciences, Inc. [5]. It

uses a high quality collimated light source and photodetector in a closed housing. The light

source can be manually set to any stationary vertical angular setting from 90 to 0 degrees

(Figure 2.3). The photodetector is attached to a computer-controlled, movable arm which can

move to any vertical setting 0 r between 0 and _+90 degrees. The arm is attached to a rotating

turntable that is computer-controlled to move to any horizontal angle qorsetting. This

combination of the vertical and horizontal angular settings allows a full hemispherical coverage

of reflected light.

A sample is set on a post at the center of rotation of the photodetector and light source. The

height of the sample material on this post is critical in order to preserve the gonioreflectometer

geometry. Because of this, the maximum thickness of the sample cannot exceed 0.25 inches

(0.636 cm). If the sample is not thick enough, metal shims are used to boost the sample to the

correct height. If the sample is too thick and cannot be cut down any further, the center post can

be removed, but then the sample must be boosted to a total distance of 16.14 inches (41 cm)

from the bottom plate of the housing.

4 For a rough surface, the angle of the microscopic surface should be randomly distributed with a standard
deviation measuring the degree of roughness. When the surface is treated in a particular direction (such as
brushed or rolled), this approximation may not be an adequate description of the surface.
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Figure 2.3: Gonioreflectometer basic components.

A series of calibration procedures were followed before data collection to ensure the validity of

each sample run. The gonioreflectometer was warmed up for at least 30 minutes to allow both

the light source and the photodetector to become thermally stabilized. Following the warm-up

period, the gonioreflectometer was calibrated with a standard plaque of white porcelain enamel

with a known BRDF.

The computer interface allowed data collection over a variety of angles at preset step sizes. To

ensure the proper resolution of data, a hemispherical sweep with steps of 5 degrees was used to

establish the constant diffuse reflectance value. A high-resolution sweep in 0.5-degree

increments was then run around the approximate peak of reflectance to determine the peak

value, peak location, and width of the specular reflectance. The computer would record the

vertical and horizontal angle positions, the measured BR, and the calculated BRDF for each

position into a table of values for the sample being measured.

2.3 Data Processing

The bidirectional reflectance maps made with the gonioreflectometer were processed to

determine the total reflectance and the width and height of the specular component needed to

empirically describe the material reflectance characteristics. The 5-degree hemispherical sweep

was first averaged to determine the constant diffuse component. This averaged diffuse

reflectance value was important because this constant was integrated over the hemisphere when

6



calculatingthetotal reflectanceandit wasalsosubtractedfrom the specularpeakduring the
processof fitting aGaussiancurveto thedata. During initial analysisof materialswith known
reflectancegreaterthan90%,we foundthat,if thebaselinewasnot carefullyanalyzed,thetotal
reflectancecouldeasilybecalculatedasbeinglargerthan100%. We developedproceduresto
ensurethatall of theprocessedpointswerevalid.

Thereweremanymeasuredpointsin thehemisphericalsweepwhich wereknownto besensitive
to smallerrorsand,assuch,werecut from thedatato ensurethatthesevaluesdid notskewthe
baselinereflectancevalue. A computerprogramwaswritten to processthehemisphericalsweep
dataandproduceabaselinereflectancevalue. Theprogramfirst averagedall pointsin thedata
setandprovidedaninitial baselinereflectancevalue. Next, threetypesof pointsweredeleted
from thedata. Thefirst setwasall thepointsbetween85and90degreesverticalangle. Since
theBRDF wascalculatedby dividing theBR bythecosineof thevertical angle(asthis angle
approaches90degreeswherethecosinebecomeszero),theresultcanbe sensitiveto variations
in theequipment.Thesecondtypeof pointsto bediscardedwereall thepointsbelievedto be in
thespecularpeak. Thethird typeof pointsremovedfrom thedataweredueto thedesignof the
gonioreflectometer:therewerepositionsatwhichtheverticalarmthatholdsthephotoreceptor
partiallyblockedthelight from theincidentlight source.At theselocations,theapparent
intensitiesdroppedartificially lower thanthebaselinereflectancevalueif thesepointswere
includedin thecalculation. For materialsampleswhichconsistedonly of diffusereflectance
suchasflat paintsamples,aforward scatteringpeakwasobservedatanglessignificantlygreater
thanwherethespecularpeakshouldoccur. This anomalyis discussedin Section2.4. Onceall
setsof erroneouspointswerediscarded,all theremainingpointswereaveragedfor theconstant
diffusereflectancevalue.

Thegraphin Figure2.4showsfeaturesof therawdatathathadto beomitted. "A" pointsto the
90-degreeverticalangledatawhichwasalwayszero,"B" pointsto theartificial rise in BRDF at
averticalangleof 85degrees,"C" pointsto theforward-scatteringpeakin aflat paint sample,
and"D" pointsto theregionsobscuredby thegonioreflectometergeometry.

Oncethediffuse reflectancevaluewasdetermined,thefine angularsweepwasusedto determine
thewidth andheightof the specularcomponent.An anomalywith thegonioreflectometer
createdhysteresisin thedataon thehorizontalsweep.Thepeakof thedata,whichshouldhave
beenaround0r = 45degrees,wouldchangebetween1to 3 degreesfrom thepositiveto negative
verticalsweepto thenegativeto positiveverticalsweep.If thepeakin theforwardsweepwasat
45 degrees,thepeakin thereversesweepcouldbeat 48degrees,while thepeakin theverynext
forwardsweepwouldbebackat 45degrees.This effectwouldartificially give awider
distributionof datapoints. A programwaswrittenthat wouldshift thereversesweeppointsto
thepeaklocationof theforwardsweep.Theprogramrequiredthat thenumberof degreesthat
thereversepeakwasshiftedto beknown. Wedeterminedthis by visually looking attheraw
datato find outhow far off thepeakin thetawasfrom thezerodegreesphi positionfor several
degreesin phi in eachdirection. Therewassomeerror in this operationasit wasassumedthat
theshift wasconstantthroughoutthedata. A newfile with thecorrecteddatawascreatedand
usedin furtherdataprocessing.

7
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Figure 2.4: Graph of raw data for a flat sample.

The 3D data set (shown in Figure 2.4 for a diffuse material) was reduced to a 2D plot by

assuming that there was symmetry direction about the Gaussian peak. The intensity for each

point was plotted against the angle between the peak angle and the vector yielding a 2D plot of

the data. Figure 2.5 shows a 2-D plot of a material with a specular component. We performed a

fit to the 2-D Gaussian, after subtracting the constant diffuse value.

To ensure that the gonioreflectometer geometric calculations of the photodetector and light

angles are correct, the sample material must be positioned at the correct height in the

gonioreflectometer with no bends or wrinkles. These factors could not be controlled as precisely
as was needed. To correct for this, we allowed an artificial shift in the location of the peak

intensity value, and conducted a search for the best Gaussian fit to the data over a small range of

shifted peak locations. This "best fit" Gaussian peak amplitude and width, along with the

constant diffuse component, was used to generate the actual parameters needed for Radiance.

These parameters are the total reflectance, the amount of this total reflectance which is specular

and the width of the specular distribution.
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Figure 2.5: Corrected and raw data for exterior paint #Z202.

Figure 2.5 shows a plot of the gonioreflectometer data for the measurement of the specular

components for Z202 gloss exterior white paint. All data are converted into the 2D projection

where the angle plotted is the angle from the expected specular peak determined by the angle of

incidence. The raw data show the broad spread in values about the peak. This spread is due to

hysteresis between the forward and backward sweeps as discussed above and to errors in

aligning the paint sample correctly in the gonioreflectometer. The corrected data lie on a well-

defined Gaussian distribution allowing the height and width of the specular component to be

determined. The HWHM is calculated by finding the angle in the Gaussian fit where the BRDF

value is half the value at the Gaussian peak. Note that all data processing has assumed that the

material reflectance is isotropico



Some materials, such as the International Space Station (ISS) debris shielding with a brushed

surface, have reflections which depend on orientation of the sample (anisotropic). These surface

properties produce elliptical instead of spherical reflectance. We found that this 2D plot

provided an easy method of determining whether the material reflectance had an anisotropic

(elliptical) specular reflectance component. If only a small scatter in the Gaussian width

remained after corrections, we assumed that the specular reflectance could be modeled as being

isotropic.

2.4 Results and Conclusions

The results of these measurements have been catalogued in a computer database GRAF uses

when computing luminance images. The database includes measurements of the following:

• ISS interior paints on aluminum and plastic bases

• ISS exterior materials, including debris shielding and EVA handrails

• Space Shuttle exterior paints

• Space Shuttle external reentry thermal protection, including tiles and thermal blankets

• Payload materials, including the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) photovoltaic power cells

The following paragraphs summarize general conclusions made from the measurements of these
materials.

We found that the measured specular widths of the paint sample could be grouped according to

gloss or semigloss. A statistical analysis of the paint samples found a mean HWHM of 1.64

+ 0.20 degrees for all gloss samples, and 5.464 + 2.06 degrees for semigloss samples. Although

many of the flat samples did have some increase in intensity near the specular peak, the width of

this distribution was extremely large. Thus all flat samples are treated as being entirely diffuse.

Student t-tests showed that, for the interior paints, there was no statistical difference between the

samples painted on the aluminum surface vs. the samples painted on the plastic surface. The

t-tests also showed that there was no difference between the interior and the exterior gloss paint

samples. From the results of the gloss samples, it is clear that, as long as the paint is thick

enough to completely cover the surface to prevent reflections from the material surface on which

the paint is applied, then the under surface can be ignored in the calculation of reflectance.

It is important to note here that all of the interior paints used on ISS are specified by SSP-50008

as semigloss paints but, upon visual inspection, we decided that the samples provided had been

painted with the gloss version of these paints. A visual comparison of the 27925 interior sample

to the 17925 and 27925 exterior samples show that the 27925 interior sample more closely

matches the 17925 exterior sample than it does the 27925 exterior sample. Testing of the

samples verified that the half angle for all of these samples was more indicative of a gloss paint.

Investigation into this divergence confirmed that the wrong paint type was being used in the

NASA Space Station Mockup and Training Facility (SSMTF) for whom these samples were

fabricated. Because of this, the sample numbers were changed to indicate them as being gloss

samples, and were compared against the exterior gloss samples.

10



Anotherphenomenon,shownin Figure2.6,is thatalmostall of thediffusesamples,flat paints,
andmaterialssuchasthepayloadbay liner hada forward-scatteringpeakin the+60 to
+85degreesverticalrangeasshownin theuncorrecteddatafor atypical flat samplein
Figure2.4. Thecauseof thepeakis not apparent.It couldbeanequipmentanomalyasthe
valuesbeingmeasuredarelow enoughthatlight leakageandsecondaryreflectionsoff of the
equipmentsurfacesarelargerthanexpected.

3O

2O
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Figure 2.6: A 2-D plot of hemispherical data showing the forward scattering of light in diffuse

samples. The plotted angle is the angular distance from the specular peak.

The gloss paints were found to have very similar specular widths and, because the total

reflectance for paints is usually known, the need for expensive gonioreflectometer tests for

paints may no longer be necessary. With the HWHM for gloss paints established along with the

known total reflectance (which is part of the paint number), an easy measurement of the peak

and baseline values might be taken with a spotmeter to obtain the information needed to

calculate the percent of the total reflectance that was specular. Unfortunately, we found it very

difficult to set up the precise geometry necessary to accurately measure the peak amplitude.

However, with care, a "quick" estimate could be obtained from a paint sample in the field with

simple and portable instrumentation.
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3.0 Lamp Intensity Distribution Data

3.1 Theory

There are various ways of modeling the light distribution from a lamp assembly in a lighting

calculation such as Radiance. If the lamp contains a filament and a reflector, it is possible to

model each of these components and allow the uniform light distribution from the filament to be

reflected from the reflector surface, thus producing a correct light distribution at a distance from

the lamp assembly. This representation of a light is computationally intensive, resulting in slow

generation of a complex image. The Radiance program allows a lamp to be modeled as a flat

surface representing the front face of the lamp and associates an equation describing the

distribution of the light on this flat surface. This description allows an accurate and rapid

calculation. Data needed to use these equations for a lamp are the surface area of the lamp, the

radiance of the lamp (watts/sr-m2), and a table of the relative luminance intensity as a function of

angle from the surface normal.

3.2 Data Collection

Many of the lamps used in the NASA space program have specification sheets. These sheets

include graphs showing the illumination from the lamp as a function of angle for a given

distance. When these data are available, they are used to determine the parameters needed for

Radiance. When these data were not available, or it was suspected that the lamp and fixture did

not meet the data in a specification sheet, the distribution of light intensity was measured in the

LETF. A standard method of illumination measurement in the industry is to use a light

goniometer [6]. A light goniometer places a light source at the center of a sphere and uses

photocells to take illumination measurements along the inside of the sphere. While this method

provides accurate measurements in an entire sphere around the source, it is an expensive piece of

hardware. Various other methods can be used to gather similar data when a light goniometer is

not available. Two methods are often employed in the LETF to supply Radiance with the

information needed to simulate a source.

The first method measures the radial illumination distribution on a flat surface (Figure 3.1). The

source is mounted perpendicular to a vertical wall board which has circular markings to define

points at which an illumination measurement is to be made. A Photo-Research model 301

photometer/radiometer with a 160-degree acceptance angle cosine corrector attachment is held

flat against the wall board, facing the light. The illumination in foot-candles for each point on

the grid is recorded to measure the incident light from all directions.
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Circular grid mounted
vertically to wall on

8 x 8 foot board

_"'- hand held photometer

with cosine corrector

.4-- Lamp mounted on tripod
at height of 4 feet

Figure 3.1: Top view of the experimental setup for a measurement of the illumination

distribution.

The second method measures the illumination distribution as a function of angle at a fixed

distance (Figure 3.2). The lamp is mounted perpendicular to a vertical wall on a tripod with a

rotating plate which allows the lamp to be rotated up to 360 degrees. The illumination in foot-

candles as a function of angle from the light normal is measured with the Photo-Research 301

cosine-corrected photometer/radiometer placed at the wall. This measures the lamp distribution

in the horizontal plane only. To measure a vertical plane, it is necessary to turn the lamp on its

side and repeat the process. We used this technique to measure the four lamps shown in

Figure 3.3. This direct method eliminates calculation errors and allows large angular
distributions to be measured.

Lamp centerline

Turntabl_l __1
Distance

Lamp f "_
centered on turntable

Wall

hand held cosine corrected photometer

Figure 3.2: Experimental setup for measurement of illumination distribution as a function of

angle (top view).
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Figure 3.3: Illumination distribution measurements for the 4 test lights used for the mockup of

STS-74 docking target tests.

3.3 Data Processing

The only processing needed for the measurement of light sources is to convert the data from the

flat wall data collection method into illumination as a function of angle at a constant distance

from the light. The flat wall method was generally used when this type of information was

requested as it was for measurement of the extravehicular mobility unit (EMU) helmet light

assembly where the distribution of light on a work surface needed to be determined. In order for

Radiance to simulate the EMU helmet light, these data must then be converted into illumination

as a function of angle at a constant distance from the light. Using the inverse square law, the

illumination at one distance can be converted to illumination at another distance:
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inverse square law

where F_ = foot-candles

CP = candlepower
D = distance

3.4 Results and Conclusions

Results for the measurement of standard NASA light sources for Space Shuttle and Space

Station are detailed in Appendix B. As much information as could be obtained for each light is

included. Some lights are specified by peak foot candle illumination at a specified distance. To

get a peak illumination at another distance, the inverse square law can be used.

Due to limited wall space within the LETF, large angle lamp distribution measurements could

not be completed. Therefore, the flat wall method is only used when NASA customers prefer

data measurements of this type for their analysis. When describing the angular distribution of a

light, it is necessary to have the angular illumination values at the same distances. Table 3.1

shows the conversion of the EMU helmet light flat wall measurements to radial measurements.

Table 3.1: Converting Radial Illumination Distribution Measurements to Angular
Illumination Distribution

Measured
Illumination

(fc)

1.7

1.45

1.29

1.06

0.85

0.52

0.51

Wall Distance Angle From
From Light Light Centerline

Centerline (in.) (degrees)

0 0

6 5.71

12 11.31

18 16.70

24 21.8

36 30.97

48 38.7

Radial Distance Ratio of Square Corrected

From Light to of (Radial Illumination at
Wall (in.) Distance/60) 60 Inches (fc)

60 1.00 1.70

60.3 1.01 1.46

61.19 1.04 1.34

62.6

64.6

69.98

76.9

1.09

1.16

1.36

1.64

1.16

0.99

0.71

0.67

Notes: Proposed new EMU floodlight with a 93 Parabolic Reflector TSC.

Center line distance from lamp to wall = 60 inches.

A comparison of the illumination as a function of angle from the light centerline for the two new

EMU lights, the spotlight and the floodlight, shows two very different distributions which use

the same lamp with different reflectors. The spotlight uses a reflector to focus the light along the

lamp centerline, with most of the light within a cone of 20 degrees. This light peak illumination

was measured to be 5.4 foot-candles at a distance of 10 feet. The floodlight uses a different

reflector that spreads the light as uniformly as possible over a large area. Thepeak illumination
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is much less, but the illumination has dropped to only half its peak over a cone of 80 degrees.

Two of these helmet lights provide greater than 10 foot-candles over a work surface at 2 feet

from the lights.

Very often a measured light distribution does not match the information on the specification

sheets because not all lamps of a given type will have the same distribution or peak intensity due

to variations in manufacturing. Also lamps degrade in intensity due to irregular cleaning,

variations in power supplies, and age. Two remote manipulator assembly (RMA) lights and two

overhead docking floodlights (OHDFLs) were measured in the LETF. Figure 3.3 shows the

results of these measurements with the differences in illumination clearly shown. The range of

uncertainty in lamp luminance will limit the level of accuracy obtainable with the lighting

calculations. However, all artificial light sources used on the Space Shuttle or Space Station

have specified minimum accepted illumination levels. When operational lighting systems reach

the minimum they should be replaced with new units. The appendix is a summary of lamps used

in the space program.

4.0 Validation of Computer Luminance Calculation

When accurate lamp and material properties, along with accurate geometric objects, are

incorporated into the Radiance lighting calculation, the computer calculation of the luminance

from each surface in the scene should agree with measured luminance values within the limits of

accuracy of the model and the measurements. Comparisons between calculated and measured

values must be made with some understanding of the limitations in both: light sources may not

have uniformly regular distributions; lamp intensities degrade over time; material surfaces may

be non-uniform, and slight errors in orientation of lamps or surfaces can result in significant
differences in measured luminance values.

Three earth-based tests have been used to check the luminance calculations against measured

values. Two of these experiments were concerned with illumination conditions which can occur

during the Shuttle-Mir docking. GRAF and LETF personnel were able to attend ground-based

tests and make non-intrusive measurements during these tests which simulated Shuttle exterior

lighting conditions in space. The third test measured interior lighting levels in the HAB module

of the SSMTF located in Building 9A at JSC.

These three tests provided validation of the modeling under different lighting conditions. The

first test used the solar simulator to model the effects of direct sunlight on a docking target. The

second test used Shuttle RMA lights on the docking module to simulate exterior Shuttle lights.

The third test used interior station fluorescent lighting in a small contained area where multiple

reflections from surfaces are important.

4.1 Direct Sunlight Illumination of a Docking Target

This experiment was set up in the high-bay area of Building 44 (Figure 4.1). The walls in this

area are painted black and black curtains block off the open areas. No windows are present in
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this area,allowing illumination experimentsto beconductedduringtheday. Theexperiment
wasto determinethesunanglesat whichwashoutof thedockingtargetandstandoffcross
occurred.Thiswashoutoccurswhenthereflectedlight from thetargetandsurrounding
structuresbecomeslargeenoughto produceavailing luminanceinto thetelevisioncameralens.

Thesolarsimulatorwaspositionedonacartataradial distanceof 10feet from thedocking
target. Thedockingtargetassembly,consistingof theblackstandoffcross,white backplate
with blackalignmentmarkings,wasmountedin themockupof theMir docking port

representing the STS-71 configuration. A solid-state color tv camera (CTVC) was positioned in

line with the docking target at a distance of 16 feet. The solar simulator was directed at the

target at angles between 60 and 85 degrees. Test subjects viewed the CTVC image on Shuttle

CRTs to evaluate whether the black cross and alignment marks were discernible or "washed

out." A Photo-Research Spotmeter (PR 1500) was mounted on a tripod next to the CTVC. At

each sun angle, measurements of the luminance (foot-lamberts) from the white back plate region
and from a section of the aluminum hatch structure behind the white target were made.

target baseplate

Docking Target Assemply

stand-off

cross

20 deg

Figure 4.1: Building 44 test setup.

To compare these measurements with the Radiance luminance calculation, we created a

graphical model of the test geometry. The solar simulator was modeled as a uniform light with a

3-degree beam spread with the light dropping to zero at angles off axis greater than 5 degrees. A

lighting image, generated for each sun angle, contains the luminance value for each pixel in the
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image. The average luminance over the 1-degree field of view of the photometer, along with a

maximum and minimum luminance, were determined from the computer image. Figure 4.2

shows the comparison of the calculated luminance with the measured luminance. The luminance

values are plotted on a log scale to plot the large range of values that were measured. Figure 4.3

shows the computer image compared with a video camera image. The comparison between

measured and calculated luminance shown in Figure 4.2 shows significant agreement. A major

source of error in the calculation was the modeling of the solar simulator. We assumed the

distribution of the solar simulator was constant over the center region, but when the solar
simulator was directed onto a flat diffuse surface at a distance of 17 feet and the illumination

measured at various positions within the visible region, the values ranged between 3,000 and

5,700 foot-candles. This irregular illumination reduces the accuracy between the calculations

and the measurements.

5

Log
(fL)

m

3_

2-

1

m __ m

m I m 1

Max Scene
Luminance

Meas. Alum.

calc =

Meas. Baseplate

calc =

i I I I I
50 60 70 80 90

Sun Angle (deg)

Figure 4.2: Luminance measurements and calculations plotted for comparison. The "baseplate"

is the diffuse white plate behind the black standoff cross. The "Alum" is the specular aluminum

metal surface behind the white baseplate.
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Figure 4.3: Computer image (right) compared with a video camera image (left).

4.2 Exterior Shuttle Lighting

This test was conducted at JSC in Building 9A. This facility provided a much longer viewing

distance for the CTVC than could be provided at Building 44. A cart was built to represent the

Orbiter side of the docking assembly which has 4 RMA lights (2 truss and 2 vestibule), a CTVC,

and a monochromatic lens assembly (MLA) camera. The Mir docking assembly was the same as

the one used in the direct-sun lighting test, except that the target back plate was configured to

represent the STS-74 target. The "Orbiter" cart was moved to distances between 60 and 10 feet

from the Mir docking interface. The TV cameras monitored the target image to detemaine the

maximum distance at which the target black indices and the standoff cross alignment were

discernible.

These tests were run using both the CTVC and MLA cameras. Runs were made using various

lighting combinations. Additional washout tests, similar to the Test 1 experiments, were

performed using the solar simulator. The PR 1500 was set up at a distance of 20 feet from the

target and at an angle of 30 degrees from centerline. Luminance measurements from the white

back plate were made for each test position. Figure 4.4 shows the setup for this test.
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4 RMA Lights
mounted
on cart

MLA Camera

i CTVCll- -_ ' Separati°nDistanCecamera angles_/'u_ _ / / _- I

/

Movable Cart solar
Photometer simulator

Figure 4.4: Experimental setup for exterior Space Shuttle lighting test.

This test was conducted over a two-night period, allowing collection of a large amount of data.

Since the direct-sun lighting test used the solar simulator for validation, the main interest of this

test was to validate the lighting calculation when using artificial lights. Before the test was

conducted, luminance calculations were made to predict luminance values which would be

measured. For these calculations, we used the standard RMA light, with a design specification

of 12 foot-candles at 15 feet, for all 4 lights. Figure 4.5 shows the comparison of the

measurements with this precalculated data. The agreement was within 2 foot-lamberts of the

measured data. After the test was conducted, the 4 lights used in the test were taken to the LETF

for measurement. These measurements revealed that the 4 lights had very different peak

illuminations. Using these new lamp measurements to model each light, the new calculation of

luminance values has the same slope as the measured values, but lower by a constant offset.

This offset could be due to either an incorrect reflectance value for the white baseplate or the

ambient background light in building 9A. This building has white walls, ceiling, and full-size

Shuttle and payload-bay mockups which result in significant light scattering. Background
illuminance levels around 0.9 foot-candles have been measured at the Space Shuttle during a

similar lighting test. As this additional scattering would not be present in space, it was not

incorporated into the computer model.
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Figure 4.5: Calculated and measured luminance from the white diffuse baseplate behind the

black standoff cross target.

4.3 Interior Space Station Lighting

The first two tests were simulations of exterior lighting. When a light ray is reflected from a

surface in open space, the probability of striking other objects is reduced. Thus lighting

calculations can be modeled accurately even when limiting the number of reflections that are

allowed. This limitation in the number of reflectances makes exterior Shuttle/Station computer

calculations with very complex geometry possible in a reasonable length of time. However,

when modeling interiors of rooms, a light ray will be reflected from surfaces many times before

its contribution to the lighting becomes negligible. To check that the Radiance program can be

used to calculate lighting levels for interior regions, we used a mockup of the HAB module

located in the SSMTF to gather interior lighting data.
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The interior of this module resembles a long rectangular room, formed from the faces of

24 racks along the walls, ceiling, ahd floor, 6 on each side. The basic room size is 84 x 84 x 240

inches. Twelve fluorescent lights are mounted in the recessed areas between the walls and

ceiling. The mockup has many details such as consoles, drawers, and knobs which were not

modeled in the computer image. These details were not assumed to be a major influence on the

overall illumination levels. Illumination and lumination data were collected at various positions

in the room using a PR 301 foot-candle meter.

Figure 4.6 shows an RCA video camera image and a computer-generated image taken from

similar viewpoints. Multiple images of the fluorescent lights can be seen on the hatch door at

the end of the room in both views. The relative brightness ratios also appear similar. Computer

images were generated using various numbers of reflections. The visual images changed greatly

between 1 and 5 reflections. When only one reflectance is allowed, only direct illumination is

seen, causing the illumination across the rack surfaces to vary. When 5 or more reflections are

allowed, the illumination across the rack surface becomes nearly uniform.

Figure 4.6: Comparison of video camera image (right) and computer image (left).

A problem encountered with interior comparisons is related to how measurements are made, and

how to model these measurements in Radiance. When a photometer with a narrow acceptance

angle is used to measure luminance from a surface, the Radiance image is directly related to this

luminance value. Table 4.1 shows the comparison between measurements and calculations of

luminance in four directions using the PR 301 with a 10-degree acceptance angle attachment.

Each measurement was taken with the photometer placed at the direct center of the HAB module

pointing toward one of the four rack surfaces, ceiling, floor, right wall, and left wall.
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Table 4.1: Luminance (Foot-Lamberts) Measurements and Calculations Using a

10-Degree Acceptance Angle Light Meter

UP DOWN RIGHT LEFT

Measured 5.3 10.2 7.3 7.2

Calculated 5.7 6.0 7.3 8.0

41.2% 0.0% 11.0%% Difference 7.5%

The agreement between measured and calculated values is reasonable except for the

measurements in the DOWN direction. For this measurement the detector was pointed down

toward the floor. The floor in the HAB module is covered with a plastic sheet which was not

included in the computer model. It is probable that the difference in reflectance from the plastic

sheet used on the floor accounts for this larger luminance measurement.

Illumination measurements were also made with the PR 301 using the standard photoreceptor

which has a 70-degree field of view. The method used for the previous luminance test was

repeated for this illuminance test. Comparisons are made between the calculated and measured

values showed agreement to about 14%. Table 4.2 shows this comparison.

Table 4.2: Measured and Calculated Illumination Values (Foot-Candles) Using a

70-Degree Acceptance Angle Light Meter

UP

Measured 6.7

Calculated 6.6

% Difference 1.5%

DOWN

4.4

4.1

6.8%

RIGHT LEFT

4.4 4.7

5.0

13.6%

5.2

10.6%

These measurements are difficult to make without the person making the measurements

interfering with the light in the room. The person will almost always be blocking direct light

from one of the 12 lamps. This process of measuring introduces errors. Also, when using a

photometer with only a 10-degree acceptance angle, slight variations in aiming direction can

make large differences in the readings. As long as the detector is not gathering direct lamp

luminance or surface specular reflections, the errors in measurements should not be large.

Illumination measurements were made with a 160-degree cosine correction attachment. Most

often, this attachment is used for illumination measurements because it gathers light over a large

solid angle. Fish-eye radiance images were generated for comparison, but poor agreement was

found. The 160-degree acceptance angle records several of the lamps at large cosine angles. If
no correction to the calculations were made, then the calculated illumination was appreciably

lower than measured. An attempt to apply a cosine correction to the calculations resulted in

illumination higher than measured. Additional work is in progress to model the photometer

illumination when the cosine correction attachment is used.
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5.0 Conclusions

The reflected distribution of light from a large number of materials used in the Space Shuttle and

Space Station programs were measured using a gonioreflectometer, and a process was developed

to convert this data into Radiance parameters. A database compiled for these materials includes

three parameters: the total reflectance from the surface, the percent of the total reflectance that

is specular, and the angular width of the specular distribution.

A database of light values was compiled for most of the luminaires in the Space Shuttle and

Space Station programs. Industry standard collection methods of light distribution data were

used for lights when manufacturer specification sheets were not available. This database

includes as much information about the light as could be gathered, including part number,

location/use, size, power, peak illumination, and beam width.

Methods of predicting luminance levels have been shown to be reasonably accurate for a variety

of lighting conditions, including direct-sun lighting and artificial lighting. The Radiance

calculations have been shown to give good results for both exterior and interior lighting

environments.

Future work should continue to update and expand this database to include more of the paints

and structural materials as they become specified for the Space Shuttle, Space Station, and other

future spacecraft programs.

Work has already begun to develop algorithms which will allow these luminance calculated

images to be displayed as accurate simulations of the Shuttle cameras. Other flight cameras and

camera lenses can display the same scene very differently. To predict when light levels are

adequate for camera viewing, it is essential to model correctly how the calculated luminance

image is displayed by the various cameras.
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Appendix A

Database of Lights

A wide variety of lights is used in the space program. These have been divided into 6 groups:

1. Exterior Space Shuttle lighting

2. Interior Space Shuttle lighting

3. Exterior International Space Station (ISS) lighting

4. Interior ISS lighting

5. Interior portable lighting, including flashlights

6. Exterior portable lighting. This group includes the extravehicular mobility unit (EMU)

helmet lights and the high-intensity search light.

Each group has a summary table listing name of light, power requirements, lamp intensity or

illumination, beam spread, size, and weight. The lamp manufacturer ID number is included

when known.

The beam spread is defined as 2 numbers. The first number is the half angle at which the beam

intensity is 50% of the peak intensity. The second number, inside of 0, is the full extent of the

beam distribution. Most lamps are assumed to have symmetrical distributions about the lamp

centefline. Exceptions to this are fluorescent lamps and the ISS crew equipment translation

assembly (CETA) external fixed lamp.
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Name/Use

Overhead Docking

Floodlight
MC434-0066

ILC 39820

Table A-l: Exterior Space Shuttle Lighting

Beam
Power/ Peak

Spread Type

Volt Intensity tde_rees )

130 watts 4585 BCP Tungsten

35 Vdc max: +/-20(40) Halogen

22 fc at 15 ft

Remote Manipulator
Arm (RMA) Floodlight 130 watts 3490 BCP Tungsten

MC434-0063 28 Vdc max: +/-20(40) Halogen
16 fc at 15 ft

ILC 38834

Size Weight
Dimming (inches) (lb)

no 6x4.5x5.0 8

no 6x4.5x5.0 4

Forward Bulkhead
Floodlight 200 watts 1195 BCP Metal yes

MC434-0065 28 Vdc max: +/-60(120) Halide with
7 fc at 12 ft override

ILC 36273

9x5.6x5 5

Payload Bay Floodlight 200 watts 1175 BCP Metal 13.75 x 7.75 5
no

MC434-0062 28 Vdc max: +/-65(135) Halide x 5.25
18 fc at 8 ft

ILC 36267

Notes: The Orbiter docking system (ODS) in the payload bay has 4 RMA lights. Beam candle

power (BCP) is the averaged candle power over 50% of the lamp peak intensity.
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Name/Use

AMockandMiddeck
PanelLight

MC434-0068-0109,-0119,
-0120

ILC36409

Aft WorkStation
Floo_ight

MC434-68-0111

ILC36412

Table A-2: Interior Space Shuttle Lighting

Beam

Power/ Peak
Spread Type Dimming

Volt Intensity (de_rees)

5 inch
6.6 watts

89 cp +/-20(40)) T5/1
28 Vdc Fluores.

no

19 watts 18 inch yes
28 Vdc 435 cp +/-80(160) T8/1 with

Fluores. override

General Purpose 16.5 watts 18 inch

Middeck Ceiling 28 Vdc 210 cp +/-60(180) T8/1
MC434-0068-0114 Fluores.

ILC 36415

Glare Shield Floodlight
MC434-0068-0027-0127;

-0028-0128

ILC 36417/36421

Side Panel Overhead Light

MC434-0068-0117,-0118,

-0121,-0122

ILC #36424,-27,-33,-35

Heads Up Display Light
MC434-0068-0127,-0128,

-0129,-0068-0029

ILC 36437,36440,36442

Payload/Mission SpeciNist
MS434-0068-0111

High-Intensity Search

Light
Portable for Use With

Orbiter Overhead Window

Size

(inches)

7x.85x2.51

ITL33082

22x4.5x3.3

no 22x4.5x3.3

33 watts 5 inch
28 Vdc 175 cp +/-30(60) T8/1

Fluores.

yes 19x4.26x1.38

16.5 watts 9 inch
28 Vdc 245 cp +/-45(90) T8/1

Fluores.

yes 13x2.62x2.55

15 watts 5inch
28Vdc 84 cp T5/2

Fluores.

yes 8.2x3.16x0.875

12 watts 95 cp +/-45(90) 18 inch
28 Vdc T8/1

Fluores.

yes 22x4.5x3.3

1.2x105
Tungsten

100 W candelas +/-1.25(2.5) Halogen

3 fc at

1000 R

no 8" diameter

Weight
(lb)

4.5

4.0

3.0

1.0

4.5
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Table A-3: Exterior International Space Station Lighting

Name/Use

Video Camera Light;
4 to Be Used on ISS

at One Time

14 Port Locations

McDAC 9468

Beam

Power/ Peak Intensity Spread Type
Volt

_de_rees 1

150 Watts 9.3 fc at 60 ft _11 (22) Metal
AC Halide

Size

(inches)

10x16x16

8414 cp or
CETA Light 55 W max:

2 for Sarj Crossing (P3, $3) Input; 25 fc at 20 ft
2 for Airlock/CETA SPUR

40 Watts (Peak value not
(S0-LAB, S 1)

to lamp at lamp2 for Node 1
centerline)

ITL44264

+/-12(28.5) Metal

(approx.) Halide

11.4 dia. x 10

SSRMS Lights 80 Watts 370 cp +/-26.2(53) Tungsten
ILC 220582 Halogen

4x5x5.45

Weight
(lb)

32.5

24

5.06

Table A-4: Interior International Space Station Lighting

Name/Use

ISS HAB-LAB

General Purpose Light

ILC 21903

Powed

Volt

20 W max

120 Vdc

Peak

Intensity

190 cp

Beam

Spread

(degrees)

+/-25(70)

Type

9 inch

T8/1

Fluores

Size

(inches)

13x2.62x2.55

Weight

(lb)

8.75
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Table A-5: Interior Portable Lights (Space Station and Space Shuttle)

Name/Use

Personal Pen Light (battery)

Equipment light (battery)

IVA Portable Utility Light

(station power)

Power/

Volt

2 AA cells

5 C cells

110 V AC

Lamp:
12 Vdc

Peak

Intensity

2200

candella

7627

candella

500

candella

Beam

Spread

(degrees)

variable

variable

+/-20(40)

Type

Tungsten

Tungsten

Halogen

Size

(inches)

6" length x
3.25" x 3.25

Weight

(lb)

0.8

-3

2.9

Table A-6: Exterior Portable Lights

Name/Use

EMU Helmet Floodlight

EMU Helmet Spotlight

Hubble Space Telescope

Portable External Light

High Intensity Search Light
Portable for Use With Orbiter

Overhead Window

1TL33082

Power/Volt Peak Intensity
Beam

Spread Type Size
(inches)

(degrees)

3.3 W, 3 Vdc 20 fc at 2 feet Tungsten
2 D-size Lithium +/-46(70) Halogen 0.875 dia.

Bromide 85 cp

batteries

2.9 W, 3 Vdc 5.4 fc at 10 feet Tungsten
2 D-size Lithium +/-6(40) Halogen 0.875 dia.

Bromide 510 bcp

batteries

28 Vdc

2280 candelas Tungsten
high set: +/-10(53) Halogen 4.5 dia.

252 fc at 3 ft

low set:

189 fc at 3 ft

Weight
(lb)

6

1.2x105 candelas Tungsten
100 W or +/-0.6(3.5) Halogen 8" dia. 4

3 fc at 1000 ft

Note: The EMU helmet light assembly consists of 4 lamps, 2 on each side of the helmet.

Usually, each side will have one floodlight and one spotlight. Only one light on each side will be
turned on at the same time.
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